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Abstract
We study control design strategies which, when presented
with a plant made of interconnected subsystems, con-
struct a sub-controller for each one of them using only
a model of this particular subsystem. We prove that, for a
class of linear time-invariant, discrete-time systems, any
such distributed control strategy must have a worst-case
performance at least twice the optimal. The best dis-
tributed design strategy is one that results in a deadbeat
controller for every plant.
1. Introduction
The ﬁeld of distributed control has traditionally fo-
cused on the following question. Given a plant with out-
put y, design a control law of the form
u = F(y), (1)
such that some properties are satisﬁed in closed-loop and
the map F has a prescribed structure. In particular, one
often requires F to be a diagonal or sparse mapping
such that, at time k, each component u j(k) of the vec-
tor of inputs u depends solely on some of the components
{ym(k)}m of the measurement vector y(k).
One can think of each component of the control input as
being both fed to different subsystems within the plant
and computed by different sub-controllers, each one ob-
serving its own different set of outputs.
However, when the control goal includes the fulﬁll-
ment of some cooperative task by the plant (such as mini-
mizing a global cost or guaranteeing stability of the whole
system), each map Fj : {ym}m → u j typically depends on
the full model of the plant. In other words, each one of the
sub-controllers can only be designed with the knowledge
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of the entire system’s model, even though its decisions
affect only a particular subsystem.
It is easy to identify situations where one would pre-
fer sub-controllers to be designed using merely a sub-
set of the plant model data. Think, for example, of
the possible future air-trafﬁc management system known
as “Free Flight” [5], where each airline will be able to
choose its aircrafts’ routes and schedules independently.
While these choices will have to be cooperative in order
to guarantee good global transportation service, airlines
will likely want some information to remain private and
each decision algorithm will thus have to be designed us-
ing partial models only.
Some control synthesis methods of this type exist
[1, 2], where each sub-controller resulting in overall sta-
bility and/or performance can be designed with very lit-
tle information about other subsystems. Each mapping
Fj in Equation (1) depends on the corresponding subsys-
tem’s state-space data and additional parameters which
capture the inﬂuence of its neighbors. (In the case of [2],
a complete model of the other subsystems is not required
but they must be known to satisfy some type of Integral
Quadratic Constraint. For [1], the additional information
is the number of neighbors).
From the viewpoint of robustness to failures, privacy
protection, and even communication and computation, it
would be interesting to be able to design control laws
which use as little information as possible about the plant
model and/or such that the map Fj can be determined us-
ing solely a model of the subsystem receiving the input
u j. Indeed, even if they are not distributed in the classical
sense explained above, such control laws are modular, be-
cause each subsystem and corresponding sub-controller
form a ﬁxed unit, which can be designed by a separate
controller-builder, irrespective of the other units it is con-
nected to. It can thus be “plugged-in”, turned on and off,
or disconnected at will without altering the overall sys-
tem. The price to pay for this modularity is, of course, a
lower level of guaranteed closed-loop performance.
Apart from pointing out this distinction between dis-
tributed control laws and distributed control design strate-
gies (which result in modular control laws), the goal of
this paper is to study the degradation in performance
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caused by modularity. We show that, for discrete-time
linear time-invariant systems with input matrix “B” equal
to the identity, the deadbeat strategy, which constructs
a controller that stabilizes the given plant in a single
time step, enjoys several optimality properties among dis-
tributed design strategies.
We consider a distributed design strategy as an algo-
rithm mapping the plant model’s data into a controller,
and characterize the input/output properties of this map.
To this end, we use both the notion of (un)domination
from Economics– which compares strategies to each
other over all possible inputs– and that of competitive ra-
tio from Computer Science, which compares a given dis-
tributed strategy to the optimal one, in the worst case [4].
The following notation will be used throughout the
paper. If A is a subset of S then Ac is the complement
of A in S, i.e., the set of all elements of S which do not
belong to A. For a matrix M, Mj will denote the jth row
of M. It is a row-vector. When M is a symmetric matrix,
M  0 (respectively M  0) means that it is positive def-
inite (respectively, positive semi-deﬁnite). Finally, ei will
denote the column-vector with all entries zero except the
ith one, which is equal to one.
2. Model and problem statement
We consider the Linear Quadratic Regulator prob-
lem, where the cost function
J(x,{u(i)}∞i=0) =
∞
∑
i=1
x(i)T x(i)+
∞
∑
i=0
u(i)T u(i) (2)
is to be minimized with respect to the choice of control
inputs {u(i)}∞i=0, along the trajectory of the discrete-time
linear time-invariant dynamical system
x(i+1) = Ax(i)+u(i) for all i≥ 0,
x(0) = x ∈ Rn. (3)
Note that, when deﬁning the cost function J in (2), we
started the summation on x at index i = 1, instead of the
more common i = 0. This was done to obtain cleaner
formulae in later developments and is otherwise incon-
sequential (since the term x(0)T x(0) only contributes a
constant, independent of the choice of inputs).
As explained in the introduction, we are interested in
static state feedback solutions which can be constructed
by separate controller-builders. More precisely, as a ﬁrst
approach, we are looking for controls {u(i)}∞i=0 of the
form
u(i) = Kx(i),
where each row Kj of the controller’s n× n gain matrix
K depends only on the corresponding row Aj of the n×n
plant matrix A. When this condition is satisﬁed, we will
say that the control law is modular and that it is designed
using a distributed design strategy.
For a given design strategy S , plant matrix A and
initial condition x, we will denote the resulting controller
by KS (A), the corresponding control law by uS (A), and
the achieved performance by S (A,x), i.e.,
S (A,x) := J(x,{uS (A)(i)}∞i=0).
The optimal design strategy, denoted by opt, is the one
which, to every plant matrix A associates the control law
that minimizes the cost J. Its controller matrix Kopt(A)
and performance opt(A,x) can be computed after solving
a Riccati equation involving A.
Our goal, in the remainder of this paper, is to
give bounds on the closed-loop performance that can be
achieved by a modular strategy. Before doing so, we end
this section with an easy result which we will use repeat-
edly.
Proposition 1 Let S be a design strategy (distributed or
not). Then, for all A and x,
S (A,x) = xT
[
KS (A)TKS (A)+
∞
∑
i=1
((A+KS (A))i)T (I +KS (A)TKS (A))(A+KS (A))i
]
x,
where the series converge if and only if (A+KS (A)) is
stable. In addition, every term in the series is a positive
semi-deﬁnite matrix and, thus, any partial sum gives a
lower bound on S (A,x).
3. The price of modularity
In this section, we show that the requirement that a
design strategy be distributed strongly affects the perfor-
mance of the obtained controller.
3.1. Competitive ratio and the deadbeat strategy
The notion of competitive ratio ﬁrst appeared in the
Computer Science literature as a way to gauge the perfor-
mance of on-line algorithms [3]. It was later applied to
distributed optimization algorithms [4]. Building on these
ideas, we deﬁne the competitive ratio of a distributed con-
trol design strategy S as
R(S ) := sup
A,x
S (A,x)
opt(A,x)
, (4)
where we make the convention that “ 00” equals one.
In words, we are comparing the performance (as
measured by the cost J) of a distributed strategy over all
possible instances of the controller design problem (de-
ﬁned by the matrix A and initial conditions x) to that
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of the optimal control strategy. The competitive ratio of
any design strategy (even a non-distributed one) is always
greater than one and a small ratio indicates a strategy with
performance uniformly close to that of the optimal con-
troller. If we can determine distributed strategies with
minimal competitive ratio, i.e., if we can solve the fol-
lowing problem
argmin
Sdistributed
R(S ),
we will thus have a measure of the intrinsic performance
degradation due to the segmentation of information be-
tween several controller-builders.
We start by introducing the so-called deadbeat strat-
egy D , deﬁned by
KD (A) :=−A for all matrix A.
As the name indicates, the deadbeat control design strat-
egy generates a controller which brings the state of any
system of the form (3) to the origin in a single time-step.
Using this property, it is easy to see that the cost of the
deadbeat strategy for all matrix A and initial condition x
is simply
D(A,x) = xTATAx.
Note that, for every plant matrix A, the control law uD(A)
is both modular and distributed in the classical sense,
since KD (A) has the same sparsity structure as A. The
properties of strategy D allow to compute its competitive
ratio exactly.
Proposition 2 The deadbeat design strategy D has com-
petitive ratio 2.
Proof: Let us start with bounding the performance
of strategy D . For this purpose, consider the optimal
(centralized) design strategy opt whose performance is
given by opt(A,x) = xT (P− I)x where, (see, e.g., [6]), for
any A, matrix P  0 is the only positive-deﬁnite solution
of the Riccati equation
P = ATPA−ATP(I +P)−1PA+ I,
and the corresponding gain matrix is
Kopt(A) =−(I +P)−1PA. (5)
By deﬁnition of the cost J, we see that
P− I  Kopt(A)TKopt(A)+(A+Kopt(A))T (A+Kopt(A)).
Expanding the right-hand side and using (5), we obtain
P− I 
AT
[
P(I +P)−2P+
(
I− (I +P)−1P)T (I− (I +P)−1P)]A.
(6)
Let us denote the right-hand side of (6) by ATg(P)A.
Then we can make the following two claims regarding
the rational function g.
Claim 1 For any scalar p > 0, g(p) = 1− 2p(1+p)2 and
g(p)≥ 12 .
Claim 2 Let P 0 be a positive-deﬁnite matrix and Λ, T
be diagonal and orthogonal matrices, respectively, such
that P = TTΛT . Then g(P) = TTdiag(g(λi))T , where the
λi’s are the diagonal elements of Λ (and the eigenvalues
of P).
Claim 1 is proved by computing the minimum of g over
[0,∞), while Claim 2 follows from the fact that all matri-
ces involved in the computation of g can be diagonalized
in the same basis. Using these two claims, we ﬁnd that,
for all A
P− I  ATg(P)A
= ATTTdiag(g(λi))TA (by Claim 2)
 1
2
ATTTTA (by Claim 1)
=
1
2
ATA.
Hence, for all A and x, opt(A,x) ≥ 12D(A,x) and, taking
the sup over A and x, we obtain
R(D)≤ 2. (7)
The fact that there is equality in inequality (7) is a direct
consequence of Lemma 1, which will prove useful again
later.
Lemma 1 Consider the nilpotent n×n matrix
A =
⎡
⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣
0 . . . 0 r
...
. . . 0
...
. . .
...
0 . . . . . . 0
⎤
⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦ .
Then, for all x, opt(A,x) = 12x
TATAx = 12D(A,x).
Proof: The proof consists in showing that I + 12A
TA
satisﬁes the Riccati equation. This follows from simple
algebra, using the fact that A2 = 0 and (2I+ 12A
TA)−1e1 =
1
2e1.
The second result characterizes the best performance
that can be achieved by the output of any distributed strat-
egy.
Proposition 3 No distributed design strategy has a com-
petitive ratio strictly smaller than 2.
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Proof: First note that if design strategy S is such
that S (0,x) 	= 0 for some x, then it has unbounded com-
petitive ratio. Because
S (0,x)≥ xTKS (0)TKS (0)x for all x,
this means that strategy S has bounded competitive ratio
only if KS (0) = 0. Consider such a strategy along with
the one-parameter families of matrices
U(r) =
⎡
⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣
0 . . . 0 r
...
. . . 0
...
. . .
...
0 . . . . . . 0
⎤
⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦ ,
V (r) =
⎡
⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣
0 . . . 0 r
...
. . . 0
...
. . .
...
r . . . . . . 0
⎤
⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦
W (r) =
⎡
⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣
0 . . . 0 0
...
. . . 0
...
. . .
...
r . . . . . . 0
⎤
⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦ .
Since S is a distributed strategy and KS (0) = 0, we
have
KS (U(r)) =
⎡
⎢⎢⎢⎣
a1(r) . . . an(r)
0 . . . 0
...
...
0 . . . 0
⎤
⎥⎥⎥⎦ ,
KS (W (r)) =
⎡
⎢⎢⎢⎣
0 . . . 0
0 . . . 0
...
...
b1(r) . . . bn(r)
⎤
⎥⎥⎥⎦ ,
KS (V (r)) =
⎡
⎢⎢⎢⎣
a1(r) . . . an(r)
0 . . . 0
...
...
b1(r) . . . bn(r)
⎤
⎥⎥⎥⎦ .
Note that, to have a bounded competitive ratio, strat-
egy S must also be stabilizing, i.e., A+KS (A) is stable
for all matrix A (for, otherwise, it would yield an inﬁnite
cost for some matrices while the corresponding optimal
cost remains bounded since the pair (A, I) is controllable
for any matrix A). Hence, in particular, the matrices
Ucl(r) =
⎡
⎢⎢⎢⎣
a1(r) . . . an(r)+ r
0 . . . 0
...
...
0 . . . 0
⎤
⎥⎥⎥⎦ ,
Wcl(r) =
⎡
⎢⎢⎢⎣
0 . . . 0
0 . . . 0
...
...
b1(r)+ r . . . bn(r)
⎤
⎥⎥⎥⎦ ,
and Vcl(r) =
⎡
⎢⎢⎢⎣
a1(r) . . . an(r)+ r
0 . . . 0
...
...
b1(r)+ r . . . bn(r)
⎤
⎥⎥⎥⎦ .
are stable for all r.
This implies that
|a1(r)|< 1, |bn(r)|< 1, and
|a1(r)bn(r)− (r+b1(r))(r+an(r))|< 1, for all r.
The last inequality follows from the fact that the spectrum
of Vcl(r) consists of 0 (with geometric multiplicity n−2)
and of the two eigenvalues of matrix[
a1(r) an(r)+ r
b1(r)+ r bn(r)
]
.
As a result, we see that |(r + b1(r))(r + an(r))| < 2
and, thus, that
|r+b1(r)|<
√
2 or |r+an(r)|<
√
2.
In the remainder of this proof, we will assume, without
loss of generality, that
|r+an(r)|<
√
2 for all r. (8)
Now, note that, for all r and vectors x
S (U(r),x)≥ xTKS (U(r))TKS (U(r))x
= xT
⎡
⎢⎣
a1(r)
...
an(r)
⎤
⎥⎦
⎡
⎢⎣
a1(r)
...
an(r)
⎤
⎥⎦
T
x,
while the optimal cost is given by
opt(U(r),x) = xT
⎡
⎢⎣
0 0
...
. . .
...
0 r
2
2
⎤
⎥⎦x
according to Lemma 1. In particular, using (8), we see
that, for all r > 0 large enough
S (U(r),en) = an(r)2
>
(
r−
√
2
)2
≥
(
2− 8
r
)
r2
2
=
(
2− 8
r
)
opt(U(r),en).
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Hence,
R(S )≥ lim
r→∞
S (U(r),en)
opt(U(r),en)
≥ 2,
which ﬁnishes the proof.
Collecting the results of Propositions 2 and 3, we ob-
tain the main theorem of this section.
Theorem 1 The deadbeat strategy has a competitive ra-
tio of 2 and no other distributed design strategy has a
better competitive ratio.
In other words, Theorem 1 says that the deadbeat strategy
is minimal among distributed strategies for the order de-
ﬁned by the competitive ratio and shows that the intrinsic
“price of modularity” is a factor of 2 in performance.
3.2. Undominated design strategies
The previous section showed that the deadbeat had
the best worst-case performance (as measured by the
competitive ratio) among all distributed strategies. How-
ever, it is a priori possible that other distributed strate-
gies exist which, while having the same worst-case per-
formance, perform better on some instances and never
worse. Such strategies would clearly be desirable because
they would provide a better trade-off between average and
worst-case performance. In this section, we prove that
such distributed control design strategies in fact do not
exist. We start by making the following deﬁnition.
Deﬁnition 1 (i) A design strategy S is said to domi-
nate another strategy T whenever
S (A,x)≤T (A,x) for all A,x
and the inequality is strict for at least one pair (A¯, x¯).
(ii) A strategy T is said to be undominated (by strate-
gies in a set S) if there does not exist a strategy S
(in the set S) which dominates it.
We can now prove another minimality property of the
deadbeat. Note that the following result does not rule out
the existence of other undominated distributed strategies
with competitive ratio two.
Theorem 2 The deadbeat strategy D is undominated
among distributed strategies.
Proof: We are going to prove that, for any dis-
tributed strategy S , there exist a matrix A and initial con-
dition x such that S (A,x) > D(A,x) = xTATAx. We will
proceed in several steps, which require us to partition the
set of distributed strategies D as follows:
D = Cc∪S1∪S0∪{D},
where
C :=
{
distributed strategy S , ∃λ j : Rn → R,
(KS (A)) j = λ j(Aj)Aj, for all j = 1...N
}
, i.e.,
C is the set of all distributed design strategies for which
each row of the designed controller is co-linear with the
corresponding row of the plant matrix,
S1 :=
{
S ∈ C, ∃ j, i 	= j and a ∈ Rei,1+λ j(a) 	= 0
}
,
and
S0 :=
{
S ∈ C\S1, ∃ j, a ∈ Rn,1+λ j(a) 	= 0
}
.
The result of Theorem 2 then simply follows from the fact
that D is undominated by strategies in Cc, S1 and S0. We
prove each of these claims in turn.
Proposition 4 The deadbeat is undominated by strate-
gies in Cc.
Proof: Let S ∈ Cc and let j be such that (KS (A¯)) j
is not co-linear with A¯ j for some matrix A¯. Let aT = A¯ j
and consider the matrix A such that the row Aj = aT and
Ai = 0 for all i 	= j.
If KS (0) 	= 0, then S cannot dominate D (since
D(0,x) = 0 for all x) and, thus, there is no loss of gen-
erality in assuming that KS (0) = 0 and, in turn, that
(KS (A))i = 0 for all i 	= j. Let us also denote KS (A)
by K and (KS (A)) j by k
T . For all x,
S (A,x)≥ xT (KTK +(A+K)T (A+K))x, and
S (A,x)−D(A,x)≥ xT (KT (A+K)+(A+K)TK)x.
(9)
Now, note that KT (A + K) + (A + K)TK = k(a + k)T +
(a + k)kT and that this rank-2 matrix admits the two
scalars (a+ k)T k±‖a+ k‖‖k‖ as eigenvalues. (This can
be easily shown by looking for eigenvectors of the form
α(a+ k)+βk, and computing the values of α and β .)
By assumption, vectors a and a + k are not co-linear
and, thus, by Cauchy-Schwartz’s (strict) inequality, |(a+
k)T k| < ‖a+ k‖‖k‖. This shows that one of these eigen-
values is strictly positive. Hence, there exists an x such
that
S (A,x)−D(A,x)≥ xT [KT (A+K)+(A+K)TK]x
> 0
and strategy S does not dominate the deadbeat strategy
D .
Proposition 5 The deadbeat is undominated by strate-
gies in S1.
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Proof: Let S ∈ S1 and, for any given indices i
and j, i 	= j, consider the matrix A deﬁned by Ai = reTj ,
Aj = seTi and all other rows equal to zero, i.e., A has all
entries zero, except the (i, j)th−one, which is r and the
( j, i)th−one, which is s. Then, (KS (A))i = λi(re j)reTj ,
(KS (A)) j = λ j(sei)seTi , and (KS (A))m = 0 for m 	= i, j.
As before, we will denote KS (A) by K.
Now,
S (A,x) >
xT
[
(A+K)TKTK(A+K)+((A+K)2)T (A+K)2
]
x,
and easy algebra shows that the matrix on the right hand-
side is diagonal with all entries zero except the (i, i)th and
( j, j)th− ones which are, respectively,
(1+λ j(sei))2
(
λi(re j)2 +(1+λi(re j))2
)
r2s2, (10)
and
(1+λi(re j))2
(
λ j(sei)2 +(1+λ j(sei))2
)
r2s2. (11)
Because S ∈ S1, there exists an index j and a scalar s
(which, as before, can be assumed to be non-zero with-
out loss of generality since, otherwise, S cannot domi-
nate the deadbeat) such that (1+ λ j(sei)) 	= 0 for some
i. Moreover, lim
r→∞(λi(re j)
2 +(1+λi(re j))2)r2 = +∞, ir-
respective of the function λi(.).
Hence, we can always construct A with the appro-
priate value of i and a scalar r large enough to make the
expression in (10) strictly greater than s2, i.e., to ensure
that (A+K)TKTK(A+K)+((A+K)2)T (A+K)2−ATA
has a strictly positive eigenvalue. As a result, S does not
dominate D .
Proposition 6 The deadbeat is undominated by strate-
gies in S0.
Proof: Let S ∈ S0 and index j and vector a be
such that (1+λ j(a)) 	= 0. Consider the matrix A deﬁned
by Aj = aT and An = seT1 , Am = 0 for all m 	= j,n (where,
without loss of generality, we have assumed j 	= n). The
scalar s is to be speciﬁed later.
Then (A + KS (A)) j = (1 + λ j(a))aT and
(A + KS (A))m = 0 for all m 	= j ( and, in particular
m = n, since S does not belong to S1). Again, K will
stand for KS (A). Then, easy algebra shows that
KTK +(A+K)TKTK(A+K)−ATA =(
λ j(a)2 +(1+λ j(a))2s2 +λ j(a)2(1+λ j(a))2a(1)2−1
)
aaT
and hence, since (1+λ j(a)) 	= 0, we can choose s large
enough to ensure that this matrix has a strictly positive
eigenvalue. When A is constructed with such a value of
s, there exists an initial condition x such that S (A,x) >
D(A,x) and thus, strategy S does not dominate D .
4. Conclusion and future work
We have studied distributed control design strate-
gies and modular control laws and quantiﬁed their intrin-
sic performance limitations for discrete-time systems that
can be brought to the origin in a single time step. As this
class of systems is clearly restricted, it would be interest-
ing to extend the study of the limitations of distributed
design to more general plant models. The role of dead-
beat strategies may be less signiﬁcant for discrete-time
systems with general input matrix, and is meaningless in
the case of continuous-time systems.
Even within the restricted framework of this paper,
there are several directions in which this work could
be naturally extended. For instance, one could study
cases where, instead of depending on a given row, each
(KS (A)) j depends on some other subset of entries of ma-
trix A. One could also consider additional constraints
on control design strategies and similarly study the en-
suing performance limitation. The requirement that each
controller-builder does not know which row of the ma-
trix KS (A) it is designing (or, in the words of [4], that
the strategy be homogeneous) would be particularly in-
teresting in this respect, as it would result in even more
modularity, at the expense of a possibly larger minimal
competitive ratio.
Finally, one could also ask the following question:
“What is the minimum amount of information about A
that each controller-builder needs to know to construct
the row (KS (A)) j of a controller with closed-loop per-
formance (1+ ε)opt(A,x), for 0≤ ε < 1?”
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